Reaching new heights through

PROGRAMMATIC
ADVERTISING
Condor Airlines and travel audience have been growing their partnership
for more than a year. This client success story shows how superior
technology and premium programmatic inventory led to a ten-fold
increase in campaign volume with a cost per order 64% below target.
Condor has been flying its guests to the most beautiful
destinations in the world since 1956. They are part of the
Thomas Cook Group Airline with 100 airplanes, flying
to more than 130 destinations and carrying 18.5 million
passengers per year. Its destinations include North
and South America, Africa, the Mediterranean, and
the Caribbean with plans of expanding routes to Asia.

The project
Condor and travel audience joined forces to increase
Condor’s market share and reach within the DACH
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region through premium programmatic advertising.
The expertise in travel, a strong portfolio of airline clients,
and access to a global network of travel publishers
made travel audience a clear candidate to add value
to the airline's already strong advertising efforts.
Condor was very experienced in display advertising
and applied a neutral third-party attribution solution,
when they turned to travel audience to support their
existing strategy. It was important for them to focus on
display advertising to capture users in the inspirational
phase, and not focus solely on the booking moment.
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The strategy
travel audience piloted this campaign for Condor
specifically targeting the DACH region from March
2017 onwards. Starting at a measured pace, results
were carefully analyzed, keeping a close eye on the
effective cost per booking. More volume was added
from travel audience’s inventory of more than 1000
private market place deals.
Next to premium targeting and placements, the
machine learning algorithms constantly assesed
booking behavior of millions of users in the travel
advertising ecosystem of travel audience. This allowed
the identification of additional target groups, targeting
users at multiple stages of their decision-making process.

The campaign constantly
improved and allowed Condor to
grow further.

Display Ad

The performance of the collaboration between
Condor and travel audience was further enhanced
through the use of dynamic banners; an excellent
way to focus on available routes and prices in near
real-time. The up-to-date dynamic prices and routes
increased click and conversion rates compared to
the use of traditionally static banners.

Display Ad

Display Ad

Other
advertising
channels

Booking

Travel blog
Destination
activity research

Meta flight search
Destination
weather research

Each impression is designed to inspire and show available routes at current prices.

The result
Superior data, machine learning technology and
premium travel inventory enabled Condor to scale
to success. In less than a year, travel audience
managed to achieve a ten-fold increase in campaign
volume, while staying below the CPO goal. The
achieved cost per booking goal was 64% below
target. The campaign established stable click rates
instantly, and allowed for onboarding of more and

more premium inventory, leading to the next level
of a great partnership with the ever-growing and
enterprising Condor.
After one successful year of this campaign, it was
decided to expand the campaign to the Netherlands,
France and Spain with plans of including Brazil,
Mexico and Italy in the upcoming months.

Matthias Knobloch
B2C Marketing Manager

“We are able to attribute travel audience’s impact on
our entire advertising strategy very precisely, and their
volume of assisted bookings is essential for us. Through this
partnership, we are able to constantly scale our international
expansion strategy while staying below our CPO goal.
Through great inventory and dynamic messaging, we can inspire
and influence potential users at the right place and time. We hope
to achieve more great things through this union and will always consider
travel audience and their programmatic platform when entering new markets.”

Jaime Aguirre Garrido-Lestache
International Sales Manager Airlines at travel audience

“Condor is a great client. They have eons of experience and are
skilled in the assessment of their marketing channels. Their use of
a neutral attribution solution allows us to focus on our strengths in
programmatic advertising, expand with Condor in multiple markets
at scale, and grow our long-standing partnership.”

About travel audience
travel audience is the trusted digital travel advertising platform, accelerating
growth across the entire travel industry, by precisely and directly connecting
travelers with the leading performance-oriented advertisers.
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